Scam Alert!

The Maryland Board of Physicians (the Board) has been notified that licensees may receive correspondence that represents it is from the Board.

The correspondence did not come from the Board. It is a scam!

If you receive this correspondence, please ignore and discard.
This is an official notice for the suspension of your State Medical License: 25873 & NPI: 1558718593 as authorized by Section 39(B) of Maryland Medical License Code, your license will be suspended effective 07/26/2019 for illegal Drugs Trafficking under section 33(C) of The Aviation Drug Trafficking Control Act of 1984. This Citation is a result of your violation of Section 63 of The Maryland Medical License Code: Drugs Control Violation of the State.

This suspension means that you will not be allowed to continue with your practice anymore after 07/26/2019 unless you are notified in writing by The State Medical Board of Maryland that your License is restored.

THIS IS THE FINAL ORDER OF SUSPENSION.
THE ONLY WAY TO AVOID THIS SUSPENSION IS YOU NEED TO FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTION GIVEN BY THE INVESTIGATION OFFICER OF THE DRUGS ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION (DEA).

SO IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS CASE THEN YOU NEED TO CONTACT THE DEA OFFICER.

DEA OFFICER INCHARGE:
Mark Johnson
+1 (804) 234-4919

Authority Signature and Stamp

[Signature]
[Title]
Actual voicemail message from a practitioner. This voicemail was captured in his email system:

"Oh, hi, this is Robert Johnson calling you from State Medical Board, and this message is intended for lunch in and this is to inform you that there is an ongoing investigation and we had conducted on your license number. So, this is very important, and please give us a call back as soon as possible so that we can speak with you about this or else your license will be going to suspended and you will not be going to able to into your practice continued practice anymore. So you can give us a callback or direct line number, which is 804-234-4919. I repeat. Again, it's 804-234-4919 and give us a call back as soon as possible. This is the chief investigating officers number. So give us a call back as soon as possible. Thank you, and have a great day."